MONTAG & CALDWELL, INC.
PROXY VOTING POLICIES
If directed by Client, decisions on voting of proxies will be made by Montag & Caldwell, Inc. (“M&C”)
in accordance with these guidelines (as amended from time to time). M&C will consider proxies as a
client asset and will vote consistently across all client portfolios for which it has discretionary voting
authority in the manner believed is most likely to enhance shareholder value. Where practical, M&C may
consider requests to vote proxies in accordance with client specific guidelines.
If M&C is authorized to make decisions on voting of proxies, we will have no obligation to furnish Client
any proxies, notices of shareholder meetings, annual reports or other literature customarily mailed to
shareholders.
Once discretionary voting authority has been delegated to M&C, Client may not at a later date direct how
to vote the proxies. Clients who wish to adhere to a proprietary set of voting guidelines should exercise
their right to reserve voting authority rather than delegating this responsibility to M&C.
Should the situation arise where M&C is an investment adviser to a company whose proxy we are
authorized to vote or any other potential conflict of interest is perceived and the item falls outside the
issues explicitly addressed by these guidelines, the matter will be reviewed by the entire proxy committee.
If an item is explicitly addressed by these guidelines it will be voted accordingly. If an item falls outside
the issues explicitly addressed by these guidelines and we would vote against management, no further
review is needed. If further review is needed the Proxy Committee will first determine if the conflict is
material. If it is material, the Proxy Committee will determine the steps needed to resolve the conflict
before the proxy is voted.
It is against M&C’s policy for employees to serve on the board of directors of a company whose stock
could be purchased for M&C’s advisory clients.
The following guidelines establish our position on many common issues addressed in proxy solicitations
and represent how we will generally vote such issues; however, all proxy proposals will be reviewed by
an investment professional to determine if shareholder interests warrant any deviation from these
guidelines or if a proposal addresses an issue not covered in the guidelines.
1. Auditors
M&C will generally vote to ratify auditors, unless


An auditor has a financial interest in or association with the company and is thus not independent,



There is evidence the independent auditor has issued an inaccurate or misleading opinion,



Fees for non-audit services are excessive.

2. Board of Directors
M&C will generally vote for routine election or re-election of directors.
M&C will generally vote for proposals to repeal classified boards, and to elect all directors annually.
M&C will generally vote against proposals to classify the board.
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M&C will generally vote against proposals to allow cumulative voting.

3. Proxy Contests
M&C will review contested director elections on a case-by-case basis.

4. Takeover Defenses
M&C will generally vote for shareholder proposals requesting that a company submit its poison pill to a
shareholder vote or redeem it unless the company has:


A shareholder approved poison pill in place,



The company has an acceptable policy covering the future adoption of a poison pill.

M&C will generally vote for shareholder proposals calling for a poison pill to be put to a vote within a
time period of less than one year after adoption
M&C will review on a case-by-case basis management proposals on poison pill ratification.
M&C will generally vote against proposals to require a supermajority shareholder vote
M&C will generally vote for proposals to lower supermajority vote requirements.

5. Mergers and Corporate Restructurings
M&C will review mergers, acquisitions, and restructurings on a case-by-case basis.

6. State of Incorporation
M&C will review proposals to change a company’s state of incorporation on a case-by-case basis.

7. Capital Structure
M&C will generally vote to increase the number of shares of common stock authorized, unless


The explicit purpose of the increase is to implement a non-shareholder approved rights plan
(poison pill).

M&C will generally vote against proposals authorizing the creation of new classes of preferred stock with
unspecified voting, conversion, dividend distribution, and other rights (“blank check” preferred stock).
M&C will review other proposals regarding preferred stock on a case-by-case basis
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8. Compensation Issues
M&C will review the following issues on a case-by-case basis:


Equity compensation plans,



Director Compensation,



Employee Stock Purchase Plans – Qualified Plans



Employee Stock Purchase Plans – Non-Qualified Plans



Severance Agreements

9. Corporate Responsibility
Shareholders often submit proposals to change lawful corporate activities in order to meet the goals of
certain groups or private interests that they represent.
M&C will support management in instances where we feel acceptable efforts are made on behalf of
special interests of social conscience. The burden of corporate responsibility rests with management. We
will generally vote AGAINST shareholder proposals regarding the following areas:
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Animal Rights



Drug Pricing and Re-importation



Genetically Modified Foods



Tobacco



Artic National Wildlife Refuge



Concentrated Area Feeding Operations



Global Warming and Kyoto Protocol Compliance



Political Contributions



Outsourcing/Off-shoring



Country-specific Human Rights Reports



Placing arbitrary restrictions on environmental practices.
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10. Administrative Issues
Proxy voting guidelines will be reviewed annually and approved by the Investment Policy Committee.
If a client’s shares are on loan at the time of voting, it is not M&C’s policy to request that the custodian
recall the shares on loan.
M&C will maintain a record of proxy voting guidelines and the annual updates electronically.
M&C has established a Proxy Committee that consists of at least three members of the Investment Policy
Committee and includes at least one research analyst and two portfolio managers.
Proxy voting decisions will be made by at least one member of the Proxy Committee within the
framework established by these guidelines that are designed to vote in the best interests of all clients.
M&C will maintain a record of any document created by M&C or procured from an outside party that was
material to making a decision how to vote proxies on behalf of a client or that memorializes the basis of
that decision.
M&C will maintain records detailing receipt of proxies, number of shares voted, date voted and how each
issue was voted. These records will be available upon request to those clients for whom we have proxy
voting responsibility.
M&C will maintain records of all written client requests for information on how M&C voted proxies on
behalf of the client and M&C’s response to the client’s written or verbal requests.
The proxy voting process will be monitored for accuracy. A voting history report is generated by the
Supervisor of Information Processing on a monthly basis. This report is provided to the Chief
Compliance Officer to verify against ballot copies.
The Supervisor of Information Processing will provide the Chief Compliance Officer with a quarterly
statement that all ballots were received or reasonable steps, under the circumstances, have been taken to
obtain the ballots.
Reviewed April 9, 2009
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